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React Native is an open-source framework developed by Facebook for creating 

cross-platform hybrid mobile apps that give native quality performance on both 

Android and iOS platform, using one common language - JavaScript. It provides 

a component driven architecture that uses a declarative syntax that can be 

easily stretched. This framework that is best suitable to develop Native apps. It 

is highly recommended for enterprises and organizations that require the 

development of an app for multiple forms within the shortest period of time. 

ReactReact Native enables mobile app developers to code in Javascript and deploys 

the app on Android as well as iOS platforms.  
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Newsbytes
Massive exit by Facebook users in the U.S.! New numbers from Edison Research show an estimated 15 
million fewer users in the United States compared to 2017. The biggest drop is in the very desirable 12- to 

34-year-old group. 

UpdateUpdate your chrome version immediately! There have been reports recently of zero-day security 
vulnerability in all Google Chrome’s current versions. According to the official release notes from Google, 

this vulnerability involves a memory mismanagement bug in a part of Chrome called FileReader. Everyone 

is advised to update their Chromes to the latest versions released in March 2019.

SpaSpaceX lands on international Space Station: SpaceX’s Crew Dragon unmanned craft successfully 
docked with the International Space Station on Sunday. No astronauts or humans were on board the 

maiden flight, which completed the initial link to the ISS about 5:51 a.m. Eastern time. The only passenger 

is Ripley, a female mannequin whose name is a nod to the character in the popular "Alien" movies.

Upgrades to react Native becomes easier: React Native community is planning on recommending 
CocoaPods by default for iOS projects which will reduce churn in project files when upgrading React 

Native. This will make it easier for people to install and link third-party modules. 



Happenings in SGS

Current Job Openings at SGS Technologie
SGS Technologie currently has openings for the following roles,

UI/UX Application Developer (Jacksonville Location): This position is for an expert level .Net 
developer with previous experience building cloud-based systems with an emphasis on UIUX. 

Claims Specialist (Jacksonville Location): Analyze and investigate complicated insurance claims 
to help prevent fraud. - Perform detailed site inspections. - If necessary, provide well-informed 
court testimonies. - Review and process new claims reports and court verdicts. 

IIT Recruiter:  Experience in complete IT Recruitment Life Cycle from sourcing, screening, 
interviewing, negotiating and following up with candidates. - Building a decent pipeline or 
database of candidates - Evaluating and validating technical resumes through search engines 
(Dice.com, Monster.com)

Desktop SupportDesktop Support Technician: This position will handle installations, upgrades, testing, 
configuration and/or maintenance for assigned systems and equipment. Provide guidance to 
customers on function, usage, and operation of IT products and services. Troubleshoots and 
resolves issues and participates on special projects as assigned.

SGS Technologie participated in UNF Computing, Engineering & Construction Employer 

Showcase 2019 held at Adam W. Herbert University Center in Jacksonville. We invited 

applications from recent graduates and freshers for various job titles within the company. The 

worker-friendly environment at SGS and transparency in the management processes impressed 

a lot of applicants. 


